Many optimization problems can be naturally represented as (hyper) graphs, where vertices correspond to variables and edges to tasks, whose cost depends on the values of the adjacent variables. Capitalizing on the structure of the graph, suitable dynamic programming strategies can select certain orders of evaluation of the variables which guarantee to reach both an optimal solution and a minimal size of the tables computed in the optimization process. In this paper we introduce a simple algebraic specification with parallel composition and restriction whose terms up to structural axioms are the graphs mentioned above. In addition, free (unrestricted) vertices are labelled with variables, and the specification includes operations of name permutation with finite support. We show a correspondence between the well-known tree decompositions of graphs and our terms. If an axiom of scope extension is dropped, several (hierarchical) terms actually correspond to the same graph. A suitable graphical structure can be found, corresponding to every hierarchical term. Evaluating such a graphical structure in some target algebra yields a dynamic programming strategy. If the target algebra satisfies the scope extension axiom, then the result does not depend on the particular structure, but only on the original graph. We apply our approach to the parking optimization problem developed in the ASCENS e-mobility case study, in collaboration with Volkswagen. Dynamic programming evaluations are particularly interesting for autonomic systems, where actual behavior often consists of propagating local knowledge to obtain global knowledge and getting it back for local decisions.
Introduction
Many optimization problems can naturally be represented as hypergraphs, where each hyperedge is an atomic subproblem and is attached to vertices corresponding to the problem's variables. However, these hypergraphs often lack an algebraic structure, which would allow for the recursive resolution of problems, and are not able to represent the secondary optimization problem, that is: finding an optimal variable elimination strategy. The order in which variables are eliminated may dramatically affect the computation cost of solutions.
In this paper we introduce a simple algebraic specification for representing optimization problems. It is similar to a process calculus, based on nominal structures (namely permutation algebras, see e.g. [21, 14] ). Optimization problems are represented as terms over the variables of the problem, consisting of the parallel composition of subproblems. A key feature is the representation of variable elimination via the restriction operator. In fact, since a restricted variable can only occur in its scope, its value can be determined when solving the subproblem it encloses. For instance represents a problem with three variables x 1 ,x 2 ,x 3 and two atomic problems A,B, sharing x 1 . One can solve the subproblem (x 2 )A(x 1 ,x 2 ) w.r.t. x 2 right away, thus eliminating x 2 and obtaining a solution A ′ (x 1 ) parametric w.r.t. x 1 ; similarly for (x 3 )B(x 1 ,x 3 ). Then x 1 can be eliminated in (x 1 )(A ′ (x 1 ) ∥ B ′ (x 1 )), which yields the global solution.
The specification provides axioms that are common in process algebras, and have a natural interpretation in terms of optimization problems. For instance: subproblems can be solved in any order, the formal names of their variables are irrelevant and so on. In particular, scope extension (actually, scope reduction) becomes a crucial operation: it allows variables to be eliminated earlier, when solving a smaller subproblem. This produces a more efficient solution of the secondary optimization problem of dynamic programming.
The computation of an optimal solution is formalized as an evaluation of terms in a suitable domain of cost functions, giving a cost to each assignment of free variables. This domain is indeed an algebra for the specification: constructors are interpreted as operations over cost functions, performing optimization steps, and axioms become useful properties. In particular, they tell that cost functions are preserved under rearranging the structure of the problem to get a more efficient computation. Moreover, the underlying nominal structure provides a notion of support, that is the set of variables that are really relevant for the computation. This is the key for a finite, efficient representation of cost functions.
Then we introduce a graphical notation for optimization problems, called nominal hypergraphs. They are hypergraphs with an interface where names are assigned to some vertices. These vertices are variables for the overall problem. Other vertices are variables of subproblems that must be eliminated in the optimization process.
We show that nominal hypergraphs can be given an algebraic structure, and that (isomorphic) nominal hypergraphs can be described by (congruent) terms of our specification. This allows us to recursively compute the cost function of a nominal hypergraph by performing the computation on any of the corresponding terms. Moreover, we show that well-known structures to represent parsing of graphs, namely tree decompositions [22, 16] , can be represented in our framework as terms.
However, nominal graphs still lack a description of the variable elimination strategy. We describe this information as hierarchical nominal hypergraphs, that are trees describing the decomposition of a nominal hypergraph in terms of nested components, each corresponding to a subproblem. Such trees correspond to terms without the scope extension axioms, i.e., where the scope of restrictions is fixed. A bottom-up visit of a hierarchical nominal graph yields a dynamic programming algorithm with the given variable elimination strategy.
We apply our approach to the e-mobility case study from the Autonomic Service-Component Ensembles (ASCENS) project. In ASCENS, systems are modeled as self-aware, self-adaptive and autonomic components running in ensembles (dynamic aggregations of components), which through interactions among them and with the environment accomplish both individual (local) and collective (global) goals by optimizing the use of resources.
In the e-mobility case study, carried on in collaboration with Volkswagen, the traffic system is modeled as ensembles of electrical vehicles with the goal to optimize the usage of resources (electricity, parking places, etc.), while ensuring the fulfillment of individual goals (such as reaching in time the destination) and collective goals (avoiding traffic jams or guaranteeing that all vehicles find a spot where to park). So in general, besides optimizing local resources, for example by finding the best trips and journeys for each vehicle, the e-mobility case study aims at solving global problems, involving large ensembles of different vehicles. In [15] several optimization problems are presented for the e-mobility case study. In [8] a parking problem is considered. In the formulation we present in this paper, parking systems are regarded as nominal hypergraphs, where each hyperedge is a parking zone and vertices are cars that may be parked inside the zone. Their term representation is interpreted as functions telling the cost of parking cars inside or outside certain parking zones. Thus cost functions only have binary arguments. While more efficient, this domain choice yields operators remarkably neater than those of the classical point-wise interpretation and our framework is flexible enough to accommodate them.
An algebraic specification for optimization problems
We introduce an algebraic specification for describing the structure of optimization problems. Variables are represented as names, belonging to an enumerable set N . We write Perm(N ) for the set of permutations over N , i.e., bijective functions π∶N → N . Definition 1 (Optimization signature). Let C be a set of constants denoting atomic problems, equipped with an arity function ar ∶ C → N telling how many variables each problem involves. We assume the empty problem nil, with ar(nil) = 0. The optimization signature is given by the following grammar
where A ∈ C, π ∈ Perm(N ), {x} ∪x ⊆ N and x = ar(A) (we overload the notationx to indicate both a vector and a set of names).
Here:
• the parallel composition p ∥ q represents the problem consisting of two subproblems p and q, possibly sharing some variables;
• the restriction (x)p is p where the assignment for x has already been determined;
• the permutation pπ is p where variable names have been exchanged according to π;
• the atomic problem A(x) represents a problem that only involves the problem A over variablesx;
• nil represents the empty problem. We assume restriction has precedence over parallel composition.
Free names of p are recursively defined as follows
We consider syntax up to structural congruence axioms shown in fig. 1 . The operator ∥ forms a commutative monoid, meaning that problems in parallel can be solved in any order (AX ∥ ). Restrictions can be α-converted (AX α ), i.e. names of assigned variables are irrelevant. Restrictions can also be swapped, i.e., assignments can happen in any order, and removed, whenever their scope is nil (AX (x) ). The scope of restricted variables can be narrowed to terms where they occur free (AX SE ). Axioms regarding permutations say that identity and composition behave as expected (AX π ) and that permutations distribute over syntactic operators (AX p π ). Permutations are assumed to behave in a capture avoiding way when applied to (x)p. We call optimization algebraic specification the specification made of the optimization signature and the congruence axioms, and optimization terms the terms for the specification.
We include permutations in the specification because they provide a general mechanism to compute the set of "free" names in any algebra, called (minimal) support. Definition 2 (Support). Let A be an algebra for the optimization specification, and let π A be the interpretation of π in A. We say that X ⊂ N supports a ∈ A whenever, for all permutations π acting as the identity on X, we have aπ A = a. The minimal support supp(a) is the intersection of all sets supporting a. For instance, let π t be the interpretation of π on optimization terms: given a term p, pπ t applies π to all free names of p in a capture avoiding way. It is easy to verify that supp(p) = f n(p). 
Hierarchical optimization specification
The scope of restrictions determines a solution for the secondary optimization problem, because it specifies when restricted variables should be eliminated. However, the presence of (AX SE ) identifies terms corresponding to different solutions. We call hierarchical optimization specification the optimization specification without (AX SE ), and hierarchical terms its freely generated terms. We are interested in two forms of hierarchical terms.
Definition 3 (Normal and canonical forms).
A term is said to be in normal form whenever it is of the form
with A i ∈ C (i = 1,...,n) andx ⊆x 1 ∪ ⋅⋅⋅ ∪x n . It is in canonical form whenever it is obtained by the repeated application to a non-hierarchical term of (AX SE ), from left to right, until termination. For both forms, we assume that subterms of the form (x)nil (wherex may be empty) are removed using (AX (x) ) and (AX ∥ ).
Normal and canonical forms are somewhat dual: normal forms have all restrictions at the top level, whereas in canonical forms every restriction (x) is as close as possible to the atomic terms where x occurs (if any). A term in normal form is intuitively closer to a typical optimization problem:x specifies which variables should be assigned, and the term in its scope represents subproblems and their connections. In a term in canonical form, variables are eliminated as soon as possible. Notice that a term may have more than one canonical form, whereas normal forms are unique (up to the hierarchical optimization specification congruence).
of an edge with label l. A labeled hypergraph G is a hypergraph G plus a function lab∶E G → E mapping each hyperedge e ∈ E G to its label l such that a G (e) = arl(l). Given two (labeled) hypergraphs G 1 and G 2 , we write G 1 ⊎ G 2 for their component-wise disjoint union.
Optimization problems can naturally be seen as hypergraphs labeled over atomic subproblems, where vertices correspond to variables. We introduce a notion of labeled hypergraph where some vertices are associated variable names.
Definition 4 (Labeled nominal hypergraph and their morphisms).
A labeled nominal hypergraph (NHgraph in short) is a pair η ⊳ G, where G is a labeled hypergraph without isolated vertices and η is a partial injection from V G to N , assigning names to some vertices of G. The set img(η) is called the interface of G and de f (η) (the domain of definition of η) are called interface vertices. Given two NHgraphs
labeled hypergraphs that preserves names, namely η 1 ○ h V = η 2 , where h V is the action of h on vertices.
Interface vertices can be understood as "external" vertices, with a public, global identity. They may be interaction points, i.e., they may be shared, with other graphs. This will allow for a simple definition of parallel composition of NH-graphs. Notice that NH-graph homomorphisms must be injective on vertices, because they must commute with functions that are injective on vertices.
We say that η 1 ⊳ G 1 and
whenever there is an NH-graph isomorphism (i.e., a NH-graph morphism whose underlying hypergraph homomorphism is an isomorphism) between them.
Remark 2. A NH-graph η ⊳ G can be seen as the following span of (total) injective graph homomorphisms
where [img(η)] is the discrete graph with vertices img(η), N is the infinite discrete graph with vertices N , η l (v) = η(v) and η r is an embedding.
Example
Consider the optimization term shown in the introduction, without the outer restriction
Recall that such a term may represent the following optimization problem: given two subproblems A and B, with cost functions parametric in x 1 , x 2 , and x 1 , x 3 , respectively, find the optimal total cost. Actually, here x 1 is free, meaning that the total cost is parametric in x 1 . The problem can be represented as a NH-graph η ⊳ G with two hyperedges, labeled A and B, and three
vertices v 1 ,v 2 ,v 3 , corresponding to x 1 ,x 2 and x 3 . Actually, only x 1 becomes an interface name, because it is the only variable the problem "exposes". Other variables are not part of the interface, meaning that they are taken up to α-conversion. The NH-graph is depicted on the right: the dashed line describes the domain of definition of η, namely η(v 1 ) = x 1 .
An algebra for NH-graphs
Now we show that we can regard NH-graphs as elements of an algebra for the optimization specification. This will allow us to recursively evaluate (parsing of) NH-graphs as cost functions, as done in section 4.
Operations are interpreted as follows
is computed by taking the disjoint union of the two NHgraphs and then identifying vertices with the same interface names (formally, ∼ V takes equivalence classes of vertices). The function η is defined on equivalence classes of vertices as expected. The restric-
The interpretation of constants can be defined via a mapping
where !∶∅ → N is the (unique) mapping from ∅ to N and 0 G is the empty hypergraph Now we have to show that we have indeed defined an algebra. We have to check that congruence axioms are satisfied. We first need the following characterization of the minimal support of a NH-graph.
g , π g satisfy axioms of fig. 1 , where ≡ becomes ≅ and f n(−) becomes supp(−). Now we can define a unique evaluation of optimization terms: given p, the corresponding NH-graph p g can be computed by structural recursion using the evaluation of constants given above and the interpretation of operations on NH-graphs. This induces a sound and complete axiomatization for NH-graphs. In fact, structurally equivalent optimization terms are evaluated to isomorphic NH-graphs (soundness). For completeness, given a NH-graph η ⊳ G, we can construct an equivalent term in normal form (regarded as canonical representative of its ≡-class, by remark 1) as follows. We encode each edge e of G as an atomic term with label lab G (e). The arguments of this term are the names of the interface vertices of e, and arbitrary ones for non-interface vertices. Finally, we form the parallel composition of all these terms and we restrict the names that are not in the interface. Every choice of restricted names is valid: α-conversion guarantees that all possible encodings of η ⊳ G are in the same structural congruence class.
Tree decompositions
In graph theory, we have the well-known notion of tree decomposition of a graph [22] , which can be understood as a way of parsing a graph. We report the definition by [16] .
Definition 5 (Tree decomposition).
A tree decomposition (TD) of a hypergraph G is a pair (T,X), where T = (N,A) is a tree (i.e., an undirected, acyclic graph) and X = {X n } n∈N is a family of subsets X n ⊆ V G , one for each node of N, such that: (a) ⋃ n∈N X n = V G ; (b) for all e ∈ E G there is n ∈ N such that a G (E) ⊆ X n ; (c) for all v ∈ V G , the set of nodes {n ∈ N v ∈ X n } induces a subtree of T .
In our framework, ordinary hypergraphs (without isolated vertices) can naturally be seen as NHgraphs with empty interface, and each of their TDs can be represented as an optimization term. Theorem 1. Every TD for G induces an optimization term t such that t g ≅ ↑ ⊳ G, where ↑∶V G → N is the nowhere defined function. The idea is constructing t via a visit of T from a chosen root r. We first associate the induced subgraph G n of G to X n , for each node n ∈ N. Each time a new node n is expanded in the visit, we generate the following subterms of t, all in parallel: one term representing edges and nodes of G n not already in t; the subterms corresponding to n's children. Correctness of the translation is guaranteed by (a)
Representing and solving optimization problems
We now show how typical optimization problems can be represented and solved in our algebraic framework. 1 Suppose we have n atomic problems A 1 ,...,A n whose variables can be assigned values in D, and we want to minimize a function of the form
where each c A i (x i )∶D x i → R ∞ , for i = 1,...,n, gives a cost to each variable assignment for the problem A i ; an infinite cost represents a forbidden assignment.
The problem can be represented as the following term in normal form
wherex =x 1 ∪ ⋅⋅⋅ ∪x n and the computation of the optimal cost as a function
giving a cost to each assignment of variables. More precisely, its computation is performed by assigning values to the free variables of p (discarding assignments to other variables), and minimizing w.r.t. bound ones. Typically we have f n(p) = ∅, so minimization is performed w.r.t. all variables. Formally, we take an algebra for the optimization specification formed by cost functions φ ∶(N → D) → R ∞ , where we interpret optimization terms. For any assignment of variables ρ∶N → D, the interpretation of constants is
and complex terms are recursively interpreted as follows
We have the following property, which comes from the theory of permutation algebras. 1 A different, more efficient, setting will be described in section 5.1.
Property 1. supp( p c ) ⊆ f n(p).
We introduce a condition on cost functions, called compactness. A compact φ depends only on a "few" variables. This is essential to compute and store cost functions in an efficient way, as we will see later.
Property 2 (Compactness). We say that
When considering a term p, by property 2, p c is compact if it depends only on assignments to free variables of p. This is clearly the case for the interpretation of constants, and can be shown by structural induction for complex terms. Notice that this property is not true for the whole algebra of functions φ ∶(N → D) → R ∞ , but only for the subalgebra in the image of − c .
Canonical forms and normal forms of a term always have the same cost function. This is thanks to the following proposition, which is a direct consequence of cost functions forming an algebra of the optimization specification. Proposition 2. If p ≡ q then p c = q c .
Computational complexity of cost functions
Although structurally congruent terms have the same cost functions, these functions may be computed in different ways, each possibly with a different computational cost. In fact, the position of restrictions inside a term determines a strategy for variable elimination. As already mentioned, finding the best one amounts to giving a solution for the secondary optimization problem. We introduce a notion of complexity for an optimization problem p, similar to the one of [1] , estimating the cost of computing its value p c . This is given by the function with greatest "size" encountered while inductively constructing p c , the size being given by the variables in the support, that are the only ones determining the value of p c (property 2).
Formally, the complexity of p, written ⟪p⟫, is recursively defined as follows
The interesting cases are (x)p and p ∥ q: the computation of (x)p c relies on that of p c , whose support may be bigger, so we set the complexity of (x)p to that of p; computing p ∥ q c requires computing p c and q c , but the support of the resulting function is the union of those of p and q, so we have to find the maximum value among ⟪p⟫, ⟪q⟫ and the overall number of free variables. Complexity is well-defined only for hierarchical terms: applying (AX SE ) to choose a different variable elimination strategy may change the complexity. Consider, for instance, the following term in normal form
we have ⟪p⟫ = 3, but if we take a canonical form
we have ⟪q⟫ = 2. Indeed, we have the following results for hierarchical terms. Lemma 2. Given (x)(p ∥ q), with x ∉ f n(q), we have ⟪(x)p ∥ q⟫ ≤ ⟪(x)(p ∥ q)⟫.
As an immediate consequence, all the canonical forms of a term always have lower or equal complexity than the normal form. Theorem 2. Given a term p, let n be its normal form. Then, for all canonical forms c of p we have ⟪c⟫ ≤ ⟪n⟫. 
Example
Consider two problems A and B, with two variables each, ranging over {d 1 ,d 2 }. Their cost functions are shown in Tables 1a and 1b. We consider the optimization problem that consists in finding the minimal value of A(x 1 ,x 2 ) + B(x 2 ,x 3 ).
As we already saw, the term in canonical form representing the problem is
We now show how p c can be computed. We proceed in a bottom-up order, from atomic subterms to increasingly complex terms. This is close to a dynamic programming algorithm, as it allows computing and storing a (finite, thanks to the compactness property) representation of cost functions once and for all. Table 1 show such finite representations in a tabular form. We perform the following optimization steps, each corresponding to an operator of the syntax: (Tables 1c and 1d ). Notice that these functions can be computed in parallel.
(x
on the same value for x 2 , and then summing up the results (Table 1e) .
c is computed by minimizing the function of step 2) w.r.t. x 2 .
The last step gives the overall minimal value 8. By looking at Tables in a top-down order, from 1e to 1a, each time picking those variable assignments that contributed to the cost, one can recover the corresponding optimal assignment(s) for x 1 ,x 2 and x 3 , namely
Dynamic programming on hierarchical NH-graphs
The existence of an algebra of NH-graphs allows us to recursively compute cost functions for these graphs: given a NH-graph η ⊳ G and an optimization term such that p g = η ⊳ G, we can compute its cost function in the style of section 4.
Figure 2: A hierarchical term and the corresponding hierarchical NH-graph.
However, the information about the variable elimination strategy cannot be recovered from the NHgraph itself. In order to do this, we need to introduce the graphical counterpart of hierarchical terms, which we call hierarchical NH-graphs. They are trees that describe the structure of a NH-graph η ⊳ G in terms of nested components. These trees are such that:
• the root is the discrete hypergraph formed by the interface vertices of G;
• each internal node n is a discrete subgraph of G;
• leaves are hypergraphs with a single hyperedge of G;
• there is an arc from G to
The intuition is that each internal node n of the tree is a component of η ⊳ G that exposes some additional vertices and includes all the components in the subtree rooted in n. Leaves are basic components, i.e., hyperedges.
The correspondence between hierarchical terms and hierarchical NH-graph graphs is exemplified in fig. 2 . The scope of each restriction determines a component in the tree, where a vertex for the restricted name is added. For convenience, we used the same name for restricted variables and corresponding noninterface vertices, but the latter, as in ordinary NH-graphs, are actually up to α-conversion. A top-down visit of the tree amounts to "opening" scopes and revealing their names.
As hierarchical terms, hierarchical NH-graphs describe a solution for the secondary optimization problem. It is possible to show that hierarchical NH-graphs form an algebra for the hierarchical optimization specification. As seen in the example, each hierarchical term corresponds to a hierarchical NH-graph. We also have the opposite correspondence.
Proposition 3. Each hierarchical NH-graph can be represented as a hierarchical term.
Exploiting this correspondence, we can interpret hierarchical NH-graphs as evaluations of cost functions with a specific variable elimination strategy, which can be implemented via dynamic programming.
Remark 3. In remark 2 we have characterized NH-graphs as spans of hypergraph homomorphisms. Interestingly, exploiting this characterization we can recover the NH-graph of which a given hierarchical NH-graph is the decomposition. In fact, a hierarchical NH-graph can be regarded as a span where the right part is a diagram T made of a "tree" of graph embeddings.
[N ]
[img(η)]
Here η r maps interface vertices to themselves in the root of T . Notice that the morphisms of T tell which are the interface vertices in the nodes of T . In order to "paste" together leaf hypergraphs of T , we can make a colimit of T in the category of graphs and their morphisms. The result is the disjoint union of such hypergraphs, where vertices that are images of the same interface one, along the morphisms of T , are identified.
The parking optimization problem
We now introduce the parking optimization problem and we apply our approach to it. The parking optimization problem consists in finding the best parking zone for each vehicle of an ensemble, that is a group of vehicles with similar features. This can be formalized as follows. Assume a set of parking zones P = {A,B,...} and of car variables C = {x,y,...}, and two functions:
• c∶P → N, assigning a capacity to every zone;
• F∶C → P → R ∞ , specifying the cost F(x)(A) for x to park in A.
Given an assignment ρ∶C → P of cars to zones, let ρ A = {x ρ(x) = A}. We want to find an assignment ρ such that ρ A ≤ c(A), for all A ∈ P, minimizing
The problem can be specified in the style of section 2. Here a term p represents a parking system: A(x 1 ,...,x n ) means that x i might be parked in A; (x)p means that car x cannot be parked outside of p, so it must have a parking spot in one of the zones of p. In general, a term p represents a part of the system made of one or more parking zones.
In section 4 we presented an algebra of cost functions for typical optimization problems. Here we introduce another, "more efficient" algebra which, nevertheless, fits into our algebraic framework and can be used to evaluate optimization terms. To each parking system p we associate a function
The intended meaning of p c X is the cost of parking in p cars X ⊆ f n(p) and all cars corresponding to variables restricted in p. Notice that the evaluation function − c is quite different from that of section 4.
Here assignments do not fix the values of variables, i.e., the parking zones where cars are allocated, but only their positions with respect to the present p. However, our framework is able to accommodate also this more efficient setting.
To avoid handling polymorphic functions, we automatically extend functions p c to the whole N , namely p c ∶P(N ) → R ∞ , by letting
However, this function is still determined by subsets of f n(p), so it admits a finite representation that can be efficiently computed and stored. Formally, properties 1 and 2 hold for extensions to N (regarded as functions (N → {0,1}) → R ∞ ). Cost functions can be defined by recursion on the structure of systems. As mentioned, it is enough to define their action on a subset X of their support. We have
meaning that cars X ⊆x can be parked in zone A iff their number is at most the capacity of A. For nil we simply have nil c X = 0.
Then we have
where P 2 (X) are the partitions in two sets of X ⊆ f n(p ∥ q). Here, to park cars X in component p ∥ q, one has to park each of them in either component p or component q, but not in both. Thus the best option must be chosen. Finally, we have
Here it is required that car x is parked in component p. Typically, the whole system s has no free names. Thus s ∅ is a real number, the total minimized cost, or ∞ if the problem has no solution.
In order to have a proper theory of cost functions, we have to show that we have indeed defined a model of the optimization specification. Let Xπ be the element-wise application of a permutation π∶N → N to X ⊆ N . Then we have the following theorem. Theorem 3. Cost functions φ ∶P(N ) → R ∞ satisfying (1) form a model of the optimization specification, together with the given interpretation of operators and the permutation action (φ π)X = φ (Xπ −1 ).
Dynamic programming algorithm
Consider the scenario with three possible parking zones A,B,C and three cars x 1 ,x 2 and x 3 . We assume the following values for F and c.
In fig. 3 , on the left side, we show the term in normal form, and the corresponding NH-graph, modeling the system. We want to compute the cost function p c using dynamic programming. The crucial property is compactness of cost functions: p c can be represented as a table of size f n(p) 2 . Although a problem is typically specified as a term in normal form, we consider its canonical form c, shown on the right side of fig. 3 , because its complexity is equal or lower (theorem 2). We assume that all occurrences of nil have been eliminated via structural congruence.
We propose a dynamic programming algorithm that is driven by the hierarchical NH-graph that c describes, shown in the right side of fig. 3 . This algorithm operates as the one in section 4.2, but tables are computed using the different interpretation of operators on cost functions, introduced in section 5.1.
The algorithm starts from the cost functions for the leaves. These are shown in Tables 2a to 2c , where the leftmost columns indicates whether a car is parked inside (✓) or outside (−) each zone. They are computed as described in section 5.1: e.g., for A(x 1 ,x 2 ) c , the cost for each row is A(x 1 ,x 2 ) c X, where X are the variables marked with ✓ in that row. Then, the algorithm performs a bottom-up visit of the tree and eliminates variables accordingly. More precisely, whenever an edge from G to G ′ is traversed, with G and G ′ discrete hypergraphs, variables G ∖ G ′ are eliminated. In the following we show the elimination steps, also indicated in fig. 3 :
), but we show the exponent, as 2
Figure 3: Graphical and corresponding term representation of a parking problem.
(1) Elimination of x 1 : Table 2e shows values for x 2 , the partitions considered when computing the output cost, and the final cost. Notice that this and the previous step could be executed in parallel. This fact comes immediately from terms (
(3) Elimination of x 2 : finally, the Table p c (2f) is computed, by comparing costs of parking x 2 inside
(4) Optimal variable assignment: tracking back through the Tables we find:
Notice that, in general, the outcome of the algorithm may be ∞, whenever there is no car assignment to parking zones that respect capacities.
Conclusion
In the paper we have introduced two process algebra-like specifications for the description of optimization problems. The more abstract version (which includes the scope extension axiom) defines (hyper) graphs, where vertices are variables, and edges are tasks whose costs depend on the values of the adjacent variables. Dropping the above axiom yields a specification corresponding to different parsing trees operations on constraints are defined point-wise using the semiring operations: the approach is too restrictive, e.g., it does not easily accommodate the case study shown in this paper. A direct connection between (logical) CSP and dynamic programming is shown in [20] . Dechter in [13] introduces bucket elimination as a general solution technique for a variety of problems: it consists in a strategy of problem reduction employing a convenient elimination ordering of variables and constraints. The associated technique of conditioning search allows for approximated versions of the bucket elimination approach. Kohlas and Pouly in [17] suggest valuation algebras as a foundation for a general view of information processing. They define axioms for valuation algebras, consider a number of instantiations and provide generic inference algorithms for their processing. Our approach is similar, but more direct, being based on a simple process algebra specification and on a bottom up visit of a tree of graphs satisfying the specification. In [10] distributed systems are represented as CHARMs (Concurrency and Hiding in an Abstract Rewriting Machine), that are hypergraphs with a global and a local part. They form an algebra including edges and vertices restriction. Our algebras and NH-graphs are similar, but we do not need edges restriction. Dynamic programming evaluations are particularly interesting for autonomic systems, as studied by the ASCENS project, where the actual behavior often consists, typically for the dynamic programming case, of propagating local knowledge to obtain global knowledge and getting it back for local decisions. When dealing with global problems, however, the complexity of the dynamic programming algorithms can grow exponentially even for graphs of limited complexity. Consider a rectangular grid of size n, with vertices labeled by variables, and edges by cost functions with two arguments. It is shown in [18] that its complexity is exponential in n. There are efficient algorithms for finding the optimal elimination order of vertices in a graph, but they deal with specific cases (e.g., Gaussian elimination [12, 23] ). Thus approximation techniques are quite relevant, in particular when a good global solution, possibly not optimal, is still acceptable.
Several heuristic techniques can be experimented. For instance, for the parking problem we could restrict the number of possible zones for each car, taking the best k of them. Then if the optimal solution would include a choice worse than k for some car, the solution found, if any, would not be optimal. However, at least no client would be treated too badly. Another, quite general, approximation technique would be to artificially reduce the dimensions of tables by decomposing high dimensional ones into the sums of a few lower dimensional tables. The latter can be computed minimizing the mean square error [19] . The storage reduction can be propagated in such a way to reduce substantially the overall complexity.
An interesting piece of future work would be to extend our approach to graphs which are incrementally modified, e.g., extended, at run time. The resulting scenario could consist of a (soft) (concurrent) constraint component together with a mobile pi-calculus-like process algebra component. A good example of this combination is cc-pi [9] . Other aspects should be investigated in a precise way: the correspondence between classes of terms (normal,canonical) and NH-graphs; the nominal structure of NH-graphs.
